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1) Introduction 

This handbook is designed to help coaches and parents understand what the EBA’s goals are developing 

young basketball players. Please review this handbook regularly as it contains the fundamentals teachings 

that will help coaches be successful at developing good basketball skills in our children while making it 

enjoyable.   

 

2) Philosophy of sports 

a. Provide kids with an opportunity to develop physically, mentally, and socially 

b. Build basic fundamentals of basketball 

i. Position and movement 

ii. Ball Handling 

iii. Passing 

iv. Shooting (Lay-ups & Form Shooting) 

v. Defense 

c. Help players learn teamwork, discipline, work ethic, competitiveness, listening skills, and 

character development 

 

3) Basic LAWS of basketball 

a. Listen 

b. Athletic Stance 

c. Work hard 

d. Selfless teammates 

 

4) Philosophy of practice 

a. Keep kids engaged 

b. Be clear about what we expect as coaches 

c. Provide a structure to practice that is organized and predictable 

d. Set an agenda and timetable for the practice before you arrive…10 minutes of set up can make a 

practice significantly smoother.  

e. Vary drills a bit each practice, but the reality is in one hour; there is only so much we can cover. 

It makes more sense to use really effective drills that need not be introduced and explained each 

practice. 

f. Keep practice moving, energetic, upbeat, and positive 

g. Provide feedback and encourage throughout practice 

h. Strive to recognize effort and improvement  

i. Finish on a high note each day 

 

 

5) Fundamental Drills – make these high energy, pay attention to detail, help players form good 

habits 

 

 

BAD HABITS ARE HARD TO BREAK; GOOD HABITS ARE ALSO HARD TO 

BREAK! 
 

 

 



Position and Movement:   

Many coaches take for granted their players’ ability to position and move around the court. Don’t! You’ll save a 

lot of time and increase your players’ effectiveness if you emphasize proper footwork in your first few 

practices.  

 

1) The Ready Position  

The most basic basketball skill is the ready position. Instruct your players to stand relaxed with arms and 

legs bent and weight shifted slightly forward to the balls of the feet. From this position a player can 

more easily run forward or backward, slide to either side, cut, pivot and/or jump. So, from the very first 

practice, have your players assume and maintain an alert ready stance on the court.  

 

2) Slides 

Basketball defenders must be able to move swiftly from side to side. This moment is necessary to 

prevent offensive players from driving or cutting uncontested to the basket.  

a. Instruct players to stand in the ready position and then move the leg nearest their intended 

direction about half a meter to that side.  

b. Next they should slide the other foot until the feet once again are shoulder- width apart  

c. Remind players to keep their toes pointed forward and to move as quickly as possible on the 

balls of their feet. They’ll be able to slide more quickly if they keep their knees bent, rears down, 

and backs erect.  

d. Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-zE6q2vaWI 

 

3) One Foot Pivot  

Young players often look unsure of how to move or turn without using the dribble when they have the 

basketball. Therefore, they need sound instruction on how to pivot with the ball.  

a. Tell players to always turn and face the basket as soon as they receive the ball  

b. Instruct them to read their defenders to determine which foot to pivot on 

c. Remind players that once they chose a pivot foot, they cannot lift that foot from or slide it across 

the floor.  

d. Encourage players to take full advantage of their ability to pivot in either direction as long as 

they keep the ball of the pivot foot in the same spot.  

e. Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJdV8uvYTnI 

 

 

Ball-handling: 

1) Dribbling fundamentals 

a. Establish a feel for the ball, with the fingers and pad of the hand.  

b. Maintain the ready position, keeping knees bent and rear down.  

c. Always bounce the ball low to the court (below waist height), and even closer to the floor when 

being guarded.  

d. Bounce the ball close to the body.  

e. Keep the head up and see the rest of the court (and team mates!).  

f. Learn how to dribble with the right and left hand.  

g. Practice!  

h. Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BR2z_gasw58 

 

2) Stationary Ball-handling 

a. Pound the ball back and forth at chest level 

b. Tap the ball back and forth at chest level 

 

3) Stationary Dribbling - Athletic Stance, Eyes Up, Ball Below Waist, Shield Up, Dribble With Fingertips 

a. Pound with the right (20 seconds) 



b. Pound with the left 

c. Pound back and forth 

d. Baby dribbles with right 

e. Baby dribbles with left 

f. Baby dribbles back and forth 

 

4) Dribbling on the Move - Eyes Up, Ball Below Waist 

a. Speed dribble full-court right hand 

b. Speed dribble full-court left hand 

c. Speed dribble full-court back and forth 

d. Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zWX4iDWwTE 

 

5) Corner to Corner 

a. Start in one corner and dribbling up with your right hand 

b. Once at the next corner, cross across the court using cross over dribbling 

c. At the next corner, dribble up the sideline with you left hand 

d. Once at the next corner, cross across the court using cross over dribbling 

 

6) Dribbling Games 

a. Dribble Knockout - players try to dribble inside a designated area while simultaneously knocking 

other players’ basketballs out of the area. Players must continue dribbling or they are out of the 

game. As more players are knocked out, decrease the size of the playing area (e.g., three point 

arc down to the lane) 

b. Sharks and Minnows – Coaches are the sharks and players are the minnows. Players attempt to 

dribble from one end of the gym to the other without having a coach knock their ball away. Once 

they lose their ball, players can become sharks.  

 

Passing:   

1) Passing fundamentals 

a. A good pass is a pass a teammate can catch 

b. When passing, step toward your receiver. 

i. When catching, step toward the pass 

j. The ball should have a backspin to it. This is accomplished by following through on every pass. 

 

2) Chest Passes 

The chest pass is named so because the pass originates from the chest. It is thrown by gripping the ball 

on the sides with the thumbs directly behind the ball. When the pass is thrown, the fingers are rotated 

behind the ball and the thumbs are turned down. The resulting follow through has the back of the hands 

facing one another with the thumbs straight down. The ball should have a nice backspin. 

 

When throwing a chest pass, the players should strive to throw it to the receiver's chest level. Passes that 

go low to high or high to low are difficult to catch. 

 
 Coaching Points 

a. Two hand pass, step towards teammate 

b. Finish with thumbs down, palms out 

c. Ball should have some backspin 

d. Call teammate’s name 

e. Ball should be passed on a line to the hand targets of the receiver 

f. Receiver should be in athletic stance and show palms to the passer 

g. Video Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eclsfy94tDE 

 



3) Bounce Passes 

The bounce pass is thrown with the same motion however it is aimed at the floor. It should be thrown far 

enough out that the ball bounces waist high to the receiver. Some say try to throw it 2/3’s to 3/4 of the 

way to the receiver, and that may be a good reference point to start, but each player has to experiment 

how far to throw it so it bounces to the receiver properly. Putting a proper and consistent backspin on the 

pass will make the distance easier to judge. 
  
 Coaching Points 

a. Same mechanics as chest pass 

b. Aim at spot on the floor 2/3 to 3/4 of the way to the receiver.  It may be helpful to use a strip of 

masking tape placed on the floor to allow the passer to visualize and aim for the 2/3’s or 3/4 

mark when first learning. 

c. Video Link:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOMzwkwJ-BY 

 

4) Overhead Passes 

The overhead pass is often used as an outlet pass. Bring the ball directly above your forehead with both 

hands on the side of the ball and follow through. Aim for the teammate's chin. Some coaches advise not 

bring the ball behind your head, because it can get stolen and it takes a split-second longer to throw the 

pass.   

  
Coaching Points 

a. Ball should not go beyond the top of the head 

b. Two hand pass 

c. Video Link:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0IOSxblfOU 

 

5) Wrap around Pass 

Step around the defense with your non-pivot foot. Pass the ball with one hand (outside hand). It can be 

used as an air or a bounce pass. You will often see the wrap-around, air pass on the perimeter and the 

wrap-around, bounce pass to make an entry into the post as a one handed bounce pass (also called an 

entry pass).  

 
Coaching Points 

a. The passer needs to step around and towards the receiver.  This makes it more difficult for the 

defender to block or alter the pass.  

b. This is the primary passing technique used in conjunction with a ball fake when being guarded 

closely by a defender. 

c. Video Link:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_xQXignjEQ 

 
6) Fake A Pass To Make A Pass  

This allows the passer to create an opening or “lane” in which to complete a pass.  By faking a pass one 

direction, the intent is to make the defender move in the opposite direction in which you are passing.  In 

its most basic form, the passer may fake a chest pass (high) to make a bounce pass (low). 

  

Coaching Points 

a. Triple threat position with the ball protected, pivot and step around with the non-pivot foot, pass 

b. Fake two types of passes and throw the third 

 

 

7) Passing Games 

a. “First to 50” with each of the three passes 

i. Two players to a team.   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0IOSxblfOU


ii. Standing at the designated distance apart, the first team to complete 50 of the designated 

passes to each other wins. The passes must be completed (caught by the receiver) to 

count.   

iii. This encourages proper passing techniques and accuracy, as well as learning how to 

receive a pass. 

b. “Ladder passing” 

i. Starting with similar spacing as the First to Fifty drill, the players shuffle laterally 

(moving to the side) while passing the ball back and forth with the designated type of 

pass.   

ii. This encourages movement with and without the ball while helping the passer to learn 

how to “lead “(pass ahead or in front) of the receiver.   

iii. The receiver also learns how to “come or step” to the ball. 

 

c. Monkey in the middle (2 offense, 1 defense)  

i. No dribble, fake a pass to make a pass 

ii. Three players.  Passer and receiver are on the outside with the defender in the middle.  

The passer becomes the defender.  Start with no dribble by the passer until the players 

have mastered the “fake a pass, make a pass” technique.   

iii. Then allow the passer to have one dribble to help create distance from the defender 

iv. Video link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-v5oFLZ_Nw 

 

d. 10 passes 

i. Drill require screening skills 

ii. 3 offensive and 3 defensive players begin at half court. The goal is to make 10 

consecutive passes without any type of 'bad pass'. There is no dribbling involved. 

iii. Offense begins with the ball at half court with defenders denying the ball. The offensive 

players must get open to receive the pass.  

iv. The only way to do this is to set good screens and then roll. Since there is no scoring 

involved and no dribbling, your defenders can get extremely aggressive, trying to get the 

steal. Any 'touching the ball' by the defense results in a turnover. 

 

e. 3 Person Weave 

i. Get at the end of the court, and set up 3 lines (make sure they're even) and step on the 

court. 

ii. The middle person has the ball. He/she throws the ball to the right side, when you throw 

it make sure you go behind the person who you threw it to.  

iii. Then the person who has the ball throws it to the person on the left. When they catch it 

the person who threw it, runs behind that person, and the person who has the ball, throws 

it to the person who had the ball first, then they go to the goal and make a lay-up. 

iv. Video link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qe-QLhE1hgw 

 

 

Shooting 
1) Lay-up fundamentals:  

Teach players to use their left hands when shooting layups from the left side of the basket and their right 

hands when shooting from the right side of the basket. The layup motion begins with the player planting 

and exploding (much like a high jumper) off the foot opposite the shooting hand, after striding directly 

to the hoop. The player explodes off the planted foot straight up into the air. At the top of the jump, the 

player releases the ball by bringing the shooting hand, which is underneath the ball and near the 

shoulder, up toward the basket. As in the jump and set shots, the index finger of the shooting hand 

should be pointed directly at the basket or the appropriate spot on the backboard.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-v5oFLZ_Nw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qe-QLhE1hgw


Your right handed players are likely to find left-handed layups troublesome, just as your left -handed 

players are going to find right- handed layups difficult. Point out to them the reason for using the hand 

farthest from the basket to shoot the ball. The ball is more easily protected and less easily blocked. Then 

walk them through the proper footwork and shooting motion from their unaccustomed sides. Once they 

get the mechanics down, they can speed up their drive to the hoop and shooting motion.  

2) Drills 

i. 1-step lay-ups – right (Can teach jump stop lay-ups as well) 

ii. 1-step lay-ups – left 

iii. iii. 1-dribble lay-ups – right 

iv. iv.  1-dribble lay-ups – left 

v. Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jll3oncC6w 

vi. Video link2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrNQrfzOspI 

 

 

Form Shooting 

i. BEEF (Balance, Elbow, Eyes, Follow through) 

a. Balance (Feet squared &shoulder-width apart, knees bent and dominant foot slightly ahead of 

the other, establish balance before you receive the ball) 

ii. Ball must go up (knees bent; shooting hand under the ball; shoot up, not out; elbow finishes 

above the ear; lock the elbow, snap the wrist) 

iii. Ball must go straight (square up, follow straight through) 

iv. Ball must go the correct distance (PRACTICE!) 

v. “SWISH” 

vi. Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqqw_hYT4QM 

 

Shooting Games 

i. Teams of 2-4 players – choose different spots on the floor. Shooter must get his own rebound. 

Passes must not hit the ground. First team to 10. 

 

Defense:   

1) Fundamentals 

Defensive Stance 

a. The same position as the “ready position” or “athletic position”.   

b. Feet are shoulder width apart with one hand that mirrors the ball or attempts to disrupt the 

passing lane and the other hand pressuring the ball.   

c. Whether it is the right or left hand that is mirroring or pressuring will be dependent on which 

hand the offense is using to dribble or attempting to pass with. 

d. Video Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GK_18ejyiIs 

 

Defensive movement 

a. Slide technique.  You do not want your players to hop.  The correct technique is to step with 

the lead foot and slide with the trail foot.   

b. The defender is moving at a speed to prevent the offensive player from getting to the basket, 

but not so fast that they “over play” the offensive player, allowing them to change their 

direction and get to the basket.   

c. The key here is to keep the defender between the offensive player and the basket 

e. Video link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_QYdB-NAdAA 

 

Close outs 

a. Short, choppy steps as you approach your offensive player.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrNQrfzOspI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GK_18ejyiIs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_QYdB-NAdAA


b. This is a way to slow down in a controlled manner, allowing the defender to react to any 

movements of the offensive player. Incorporate your close outs into “monkey in the middle” 

passing drill. 

c. Video Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtwP1wK0Vjk 

  

Know whom you are guarding 

a. It is helpful for the players to shout out the number of the player they are guarding every time 

they get back on defense.  

b. This exercise helps cue them to find someone to guard. 

 

Stay between your man and the ball  

a. This is done by standing on the basket side of the player that you are defending and placing 

your outside hand into the “passing lane”. 

b. Video Link:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtwP1wK0Vjk 

 

Stay between your man and the basket 

a. This is a very common mistake by young players.   

b. One strategy is to have all the players run to the hoop they are defending before turning and 

finding the person they are guarding, pointing to the player and calling out the players 

 

Be able to see your man and the ball at all times   

a. This involves using your peripheral vision to see both at the same time 

b. Video link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlr5scJzo-w 

 

 

Jump to the ball drills  

a. The ball is passed and players must position themselves between their man and the ball and 

their man and the basket.  

b. Stop for a couple seconds after each pass. Offensive players do not move in this drill 

 

 

Slide Drills 

a. Players get into a defensive position and practice sliding and changing directions at the 

coach’s cue.   

b. Directions are left, right, back and left (basically at a 45 degree angle), back and right, 

forward and left, forward and right.  

c. The coach simply points to the direction they want the players to move in.   

d. Make sure there is adequate room between players so they don’t run into each other. 

 

 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtwP1wK0Vjk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtwP1wK0Vjk


Sample Practice Plan #1: 

 

6:00 Intro / goal for the day / why are we here? / get them excited to be here – have kids in athletic stance and 

eyes on coach for two minutes 

 

6:05 Stationary ball-handling/dribbling 

 

6:12 Dribble knockout 

 

6:20 Passing – chest, bounce, overhead 

 

6:25 Monkey in the middle and 4-on-3 

 

6:30 BREAK 

 

6:33 Lay-ups (2 minutes each of four drills: right and left hand, one-step and one-dribble)  

 

6:42 3-on-3 with point and 2 wings – start with v-cuts – must make 3 passes before you can shoot 

 

6:55 Shooting contest in teams 

 

7:00  End practice by reviewing goal for the day, how we did, what we can improve, and a couple highlights 

of the day. Make sure players leave feeling upbeat and excited about working hard, what they learned, 

and are looking forward to the next practice.  

 

Sample Practice Plan #2: 

 

6:00 Intro / goal for the day / why are we here? / get them excited to be here – have kids in athletic stance and 

eyes on coach for two minutes 

 

6:05 Stationary ball-handling/dribbling 

 

6:10 Full-court dribbling 

 

6:15 Sharks & Minnows 

 

6:20 10 passes 

 

6:25 Lay-ups (2 minutes on each of four drills, or 3 minutes on 1-step lay-ups) 

 

6:30  BREAK 

 

6:33 Shooting at baskets (coaches working with players on form from close range) 

 

6:38 Team shooting contests  

 

6:45 3-on-3 with point and 2 wings – start with v-cuts – must make 3 passes before you can shoot  

 
7:00  End practice by reviewing goal for the day, how we did, what we can improve, and a couple highlights 

of the day. Make sure players leave feeling upbeat and excited about working hard, what they learned, 

and are looking forward to the next practice.  


